SJSU disabled suggest changes

Facilities needed by blind students
By Lisa McKaney
Second of two ports
"Nobody cm campus 15 411:t udlly responsible for
the handicapped students. Ii I should have administrative problems. I see Mrs. Rogers or my
friends in the Psychology Depart ment for help,"
said Mike Boyle, psychology graduate student of
San lose State University.
The woman Boyle referred to is Mrs. Mary
Rogers of the St udent Activities and Services office. Mrs. Rogers serves as disabled students
coordinator and friend.
According to Mrs. Rogers. 1.000 disabled
students attend the tu state colleges. Two -hundred are at SISI and 20 are blind.
We have many more blind students than
before, so we have to make the school more
accessible to them." Mrs. Rogers said.
Eventually. Mrs. Rogers hopes to have braille
room rumbers put on the doors on campus. "But
that takes time and money," she added.
Several blind students have also suggested
ways the school can help them:
"The only hi nit the school should do for us is

to hays some type of orientation week, with a
mobility instructor to show us around." said
Vivian Younger, freshman at SISU.
"I think it would be helpful if the school could
provide a service of some type where I could call
for rides to places till campus. Also, a reader
directory would be a big help," Gina
McGaughey, a senior English major. said.
"A braille library and tape room would be
helpful, hut without any money. it’s hardly
likely. A relief map of the campus would be a
good idea," Boyle said.
Aids now available at SISU
"I try to help the blind students as much as
possible." Mrs. Rogers said. "I make the
arrangements for their pre -registration, I send
away for books, I have a tape-recorder they can
use, as well as a braille writer. The library does
have a braille dictionary and an encyclopedia
set --but there’s not enough room for more than
that," she commented.
"If the students have problems with their
classes or their instructors, all I can do is pick up
the phone and call somebody. I don’t have much
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smaller number ot Chicanos at SUL
Next to speak was Phil Austen, one of the six
Chicano students arrested last Friday on a
charge of illegal trespassing in a confrontation
with Father Terry. Austen called for an increased awareness by Chicano students, and
described the incident in which he was arrested.
The forum, sponsored by the newly formed
Radical Student Union, was held in Morris
Dailey Auditorium. Preceding the performance
of a Chicano trio and the skit by Teatro de In
Gente, were two anti -war speakers.
About 35 persons heard the first part of the
program, but this increased to nearly 100 by the
time the skit was performed.
Nguyen Anh Tri, a South Vietnamese SJSU
student, spoke on the significance of the Seven
Point Peace Proposal from his viewpoint. He
charged President Nixon with enlarging the war.
"President Nixon said he wants to end the war
while he is expanding the war into Cambodia in
1970 and into Laos in 1971, and increasing the
bombing," Tri said, adding. "This he calls Vietnam i cation."

In conclusion, Tri said, "The Seven Point
Peace Proposal reflects not only the aspirations
of the Vietnamese people, but all peace-loving
people all over the world. Including the
American people."
Then Earl Rose, a Marine veteran who served
three tours in Vietnam and who is a member of
the First Workers Delegation to Vietnam, attacked the war on the basis that the poor are
forced into uniform because of economics and
forced to fights war for the business interests of
the rich.
He described how soldiers are psychologically
prepared to go to war. "We used the term
’gooks’," he said referring to the Vietnamese. "It
was really ironic. Third World people going to
kill Third World people."
Rose said his first assignment after returning
from Vietnam was to suppress race riots in
Washington, D.C.
After the Teatro de Is Gente performance and
the speakers from SCU, two films, "Only the
Beginning" and "People’s War." were shown.

Speedy help for personal problems
given at campus Counseling Center
Ii’, Bruce jewett
The little white house could belong to kindly
grandparents full of sage advice served with
milk and cookies.
Open 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., located in Building "K" on
South Ninth, the campus Counseling Center has
people who will listen to you.
"Most students," Dr. David Neuman, the
center’s director. said, "do not realize we exist.
They get us mixed up with other student
services such as health, placement, counseling

students than MI an econtimii. IJi11118," he emphasized.
The rehabilitation ct.nter, lormeti y known as
.eni.r becomes
the Vocational kihainlitati,
involved wit h 01,111.11f s dolicg nri. ini year
in high si.hied. When a student reaches lb. he is
eligible I or blind aid, which pays tuition, braille
writers, braille books, tape -recorders and
readers. IA reader has to put in 1100 hours a
school year, and gets paid $1.65 per hour).
Requirements for Aid
To be eligible for rehabilitation aid, the
student must undergo a physical examination: to
be declared legally blind ’although the center is
not stringent about this’ and the student must
prove that his blindness would be a barrier to his
chance for employment in order to qualify for job
placement through the center. A student is then
given psychological and vocational tests:
interviewed (as well as any other sources about
him that can be found) and then he may decide to
go into vocational training or job placement. According to Huff, the majority of the clients
choose to go to college.

Lowenstein comes

Chicanos condemn Bunzel
over minority hiring policy
By Buzz Eggleston
About half of Tuesday evening’s open forum
program on the "Changing War in Indochina"
turned into an expression of Chicano grievances
against San lose State University President
John. H. Bunzel and Santa Clara University
President Father Thomas Terry.
The grievances were animated in a skit
arranged by Teatro de la Genie, a Chicano
theater group. The skit portrayed Pres. Bunzel
and Father Terry as Independently responsible
For the firings of Mexican -American professors
and administrators at their respective
universities.
The skit also portrayed SISU Chicano
students as apathetic toward the firings at SJSU,
compared with their counterparts at SCU.
After the skit, Antonio Chavez, introduced as
a fired admissions counselor of SCU, described
the circumstances of his firing and described his
views of the problem of SCU Chicano students.
He also decried the apathy of SJSU Chicano
students compared with the proportionately

possible with their social as well as their
academic problems. I like to be involved with
their decision -making process. I try to
coordinate with various agencies and the
students to move our mutual decisions into a
reality," he said.
"Sometimes a client is locked into one
decision. In order to avoid confrontations, I do
my best to help with that decision, even though I
may not agree with it," Huff added.
Not another welfare department
"We’re dill -rent from the welfare department
in that welfare has the right to draw blind aid.
With rehabilitation, it’s a privilege more than a
rightso we have to be more selective." Hull
stated.
"We have rules we have to go by: I try to bend
the rules as much as possible. but I can’t always
do so. To keep the welfare of the individual is of
foremost importance; I try to have their interest
at heart before I involve myself with secondary
issues." Huff said.
"We sometimes get the reputation that we just
pay the bills, but we are more involved with the
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Photo labels incorrect
The Spartan Daily incorrectly identified two
individuals in yesterday’s paper. One
photograph of an unidentified protester being
placed in a police van at a Santa Clara
University demonstration was incorrectly
labeled Vivian Younger.
However, the photograph of Miss Younger,
elsewhere on the page, was incorrectly labeled
as SISLI instructor Dr. David Neuman.
A photo of Dr. Neuman, scheduled to run in
yesterday’s paper, was held.
The Daily regrets these errors and apologizes
for any inconvenience or embarrassment.

authority other than that," Mrs. Rogers added.
The service groups on campus are my biggest
helpthey do so much for the handicapped
students in the way of planning recreational activities, offering readers and giving rides. Their
volunteer service is almost always readily
accessible and their work is very commendable,"
she said.
Counseling for the blind
Donald Huff, counselor for the blind at the
State Department of Rehabilitation, is a
graduate of SISU, physically handicapped, and
a very busy man.
"I work with the student’s objectives in
mindwhether it be short-range job training or
college and vocational schooling plans," Huff
said.
"For three and a half years. I had a case-load of
100 students but next month I’ll be getting
another couselor who will be handling the 50
non -college-bound students, while I handle the
college students which are mostly San lose
students," he added.
"I try to work with the students as often as

and testing. We are here to help students with
their personal problems."
Neuman has been at San lose State University
since 1956. He first came as an instructor in
psychology. He has been director of the
Counseling Center for the past two years.
His office is not clinical in the conventional
way. Posters line the walls, objects of art and
handmade candles fill the room. Instead of an
analysis couch, there is a single bed with slot of
pillows.

Dr. David Neuman relaxes during counseling session.

"The most exciting type of work," is how
Neuman refers to his job. He has a staff of 13,
mostly psychology instructors who counsel
part-time. Neuman says that this is equivalent
to nine full-time workers and is "inadequate."
"When a student comes to us," Neuman said.
"he is generally dissatisfied with something in
his life. We hive him immediate attention. Most
other centers have waiting lists. We feel that
putting a student on a list and telling him to come
back in several weeks is very harmful."
Individual and group counseling is offered by
the center. The greatest difficulties, Neuman
said, is in co-ordinating the schedules of
students and staff members.
According to Center surveys, 700 to 1,000
students come for counseling each school year.
Theaverage stay for a person is six sessions over
six weeks.
"Most students who come to us are very
normal," Neuman said. "For those who need
more intensive help there is nothing we can do.
We are unable to prescribe drugs, give
psychiatric treatment or long term
psychotherapy."
Neuman continued, "Presently there are no
funds allowed for student psychiatric treatment.
I do not feel that this is in the best interests of the
students."
Neuman explained that a student with a
psychiatric problem has only county mental
health offices to resort to. "Students find that the
county has very little to provide."
Since the closing of Agnew State Mental Hospital, the doctor stated, "Agnew patients have
been put in half-way houses around the
university area. They are often abused through
neglect. Their primary treatments are heavy
doses of tranquilizers. They are not given any
rehabilitation."
The half -way houses, Neuman feels, are
straining the resources of the county mental
health facilities. He also feels the Agnew move is
an "economical move" of Gov. Reagan’s administration.
"Reagan has long felt that he should carry out
this program." Neuman charged, "to minimize
the state’s involvement in mental health. He
feels that type of involvement smacks of
socialized medicine."
Another of the doctor’s views deals with the
scattered, and often little known, student
services: "All student services should be in one
building. Then we wouldn’t have to refer a
student from one end of the campus to another."
lie pointed out that mere are plans to build a
new library. He would like to see consolidated
stuuent services in the ouilding now used to
house the library.

Allard K. Lowenstein, former Brooklyn, N.Y.
congressman who was ,the spearhead of the
"Dump Johnson" campaign in 1968. will speak
for Presidential candidate George McGovern
tomorrow at noon and 1 p.m.
The former legislator’s noon address is in the
College Union Umunhum Room. His 1 p.m. talk
is in JC 141.

AS Council overides veto
of $12,000 Black request
By George Reds
A.S. Council decisively overrode a Presidential veto last night, reinforcing a $12,000
allocation to the Black Students Organizing
Committee (BSOC) for various entertainment
programs.
It also restored $942.88 in funds denied to the
Women’s Center, allocated $6,400 for the
operazion of the Joint Effort coffeehouse, and issued two statements of support for a San Jose
housing measure and Arab students in West
Germany.
A.S. Pres. Dennis King vetoed the BSOC
allocation, which was made a week ago with the
stipulation that the funds be released pending
submission of a detailed budget from the BSOC.
King emphasized his support of the BSOC’s
intentions, which include the presentiation of a
Bill Withers-Dick Gregory show, but said he felt
the details of the program should be discussed
before releasing the funds.
He further pointed out that the proposed
programs might be handled by the A.S. Program
Board, an 11 -member committee which
regulates campus entertainment.
BSOC spokesman David Piper presented a
line-item budget last night totaling $13,840 and
Council overrode King’s veto on a 12-0-1 vote.
The additional $1,840 requested by Piper was
not allocated.
In other action, Council fully restored the
Women’s Center funds it denied on a 12-4 vote.
A vocal throng of 30 women applauded loudly
as Councilmen voted. 13-0, to allocate $486 for
operating expenses and $456.88 for unused
funds that reverted to the budget at the end of
last semester.
Councilman Jamm Basseri, who visited the
Women’s Center last week with Councilwoman

Rosa Velasquez. said. "The platform of Third
World Coalition was to support all progressive
struggles on campus. I believe the Women’s
Center is functioning and struggling for the same
causes as TWC."
Miss Velasquez added, "I think it’s a fantastic
program and I feel Council should apologize for
the way it treated the Women’s Center last
week."
Ted Gehrke, A.S. Program Board adviser,
asked for $6,400 for the year to operate the Joint
Effort. The request was halved, however, with
the stipulation that the remainder of the funds be
released in the spring pending evaluation of the
coffeehouse’s success.
In other money matters:
$2,482.80 was allocated to meet a cost of
living pay increase for A.S. employees.
$100 was allocated to the Graphic Offensive to sponsor a speech by Dave Dellinger, antiwar activist and member of the Chicago 7.
Is $95 was allocated to Los Estudiantes de
Atzlan to help supplement transportation costs
for students taking part in the Chicano National
Congress for Land and Cultural Reform, to be
held in New Mexico next week.
Council also endorsed Housing Measure 1 on
the Nov. 7 ballot in San Jose, which would
provide for 1,500 units of low-income housing.
It also resolved to express its support of Arab
students in West Germany who are "being
persecuted," according to spokesmen for the
Iranian Students Association and the
Organization of Arab Students.
Telegrams will be sent to a hunger strike
center in Bonn, the West German president. the
I_1.N. Secretary General. the West German Embassy in Washington, D.C., and the Wes’
German Consulate in San Francisco.
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Prop. 22 cripples farm workers
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Historically, the farm worker
has been relegated to a position of
suffering characterized by poor
living conditions, poor working
conditions, lowest of wages, and
practically no voice in government
that represents him in his work
and every day life.
Proposition 22 on the November
ballot is a measure that, if passed.
would perpetuate these deplorable
conditions and take away the only
non-violent means by which farm
can
gain union
workers
recognition.
Supporters of Proposition 22 say
the measure would benefit farm
workers by enabling them to have
elected representation. But the
rigid criteria set up by the
proposition would actually disenfranchise most farm workers from
voting from that representation.
In the first place, the measure
stipulates that no worker can vote
unless he has worked for an
agricultural employer for at least
100 days of the last calendar year.
In addition to the 100 day requirement, farm workers would
have to work 14 days with the
particular employer holding the
election.
This part of the proposition
ignores an important fact about
farm workers: They have to move
to work. Many workers would not
meet the 100 plus 14 -day rule.
The measure further states no
worker can vote if he has voted in
an election in the same

a.m. &I, .

geographical area during the
preceding 12 months.
However, no definition is given
of what this geographical area includes. Most farm workers work
for as many as 12 to 18 employers
in one year, many in the same area.
For example, if a man were picking
grapes in Delano and then moved
to a nearby town to another
harvest he would be ineligible to
vote because he already voted once
in the same geographical area.
Another damaging aspect of
Proposition 22 states that the
number of harvest workers entitled to vote cannot exceed the
number of permanent workers entitled to vote.
This stipulation could encourage
elite permanent workers to vote in
favor of the grower to ensure
themselves a job. The majority of
farm workers - - those probably in
favor of the farm workers union - would not have a chance to vote.
One more major fault of
Proposition 22 is that it creates a
Agricultural
five -member
Relations Board appointed by Gov.
Reagan. The governor, as a matter
of record, has shown complete
disregard toward farm workers
in their efforts to organize.
The measure to confront
California voters is riddled with
even more inequities:
It outlaws strikes at harvest
time - - the only period when a
strike can be effective.
allows for a 60-day
It
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U.S. foreshadows Europe’s pollution problems
by Christine Weinstein
family dinners have cloth napkins.
One sees cloth handkerchiefs rather
than "Kleenex." Considering the
texture of European toilet paper, one
would not want to use very much of it.
It is a haven for ecologists.
Or it was...Today one finds giant
supermarkets selling frozen dinners in
tin foil containers, all sorts of throwaway paper products and instant
foods. The supermarkets come with
brown paper bags, piped-in music and
the cold clang of cash registers. But
they are popular and have a tremendous turnover, in spite of the
similarities to an American
counterpart. (Besides the familiar
setup, one can find many products
with American trade marks.)
The detested American image might

well be considered an archaic perspective. The younger generation seems to
be emulating Americans, those whom
they so carefully distinguished
themselves from not long ago. Blue
jeans are an exotic addition to most
wardrobes, regardless that they are
expensive here. Approximately 30 to
50 per cent of the music played on
popular radio stations is American
songs sung in English: Western films
which epitomize the All-American
cowboy are extremely popular in
France. Clint Eastwood, Charles Bronson and John Wayne are folk heroes in
France now. Along with these trends
comes the popularization of American
products and ways. Mechanization,
progress and waste are becoming an
accepted problem in France.

The Spartan Daily urges a "no"
vote on Proposition 22.
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FRENCH CONNECTION

Aix-en-Provence, France:
Remember Europe. That’s where
vegetable gardens abound, bicycles
reign, elbow grease generates the
power for small jobs and paper
products are noticeably absent.
What more could a Bay Area
ecologist ask? People connected to the
soil because they grow most of the food
on their dinner table. They trust the
sure quality results of manual labor
rather than rely on a mechanical
wonder for every need. Europeans,
who invented bicycles, can travel
withc-sit polluting the air or the ears.
Most European women have a "filet" (a
net bag) to carry whatever they buy - there is an alternate to brown paper
bags. Paper napkins cannot be found.
Only high-class restaurants and

cooling-off period and lets the
grower obtain a 50-day injunction
against strikes. Since nearly 98 per
cent of California crops can be
harvested within 45 days, the injunction would in effect take away
the power of a strike during
harvest time.
It takes away secondary
boycott rights from farm workers
or anyone wanting to picket stores
selling scab products. Also, there
would be a maximum $5,000 fine
and one year in jail for any
unlawful act concerning these
boycotts. There are movements to
expand this discriminatory and
undemocratic rule to other states
as well.
With respect to labor rights, the
measure makes it unfair for
workers to demand compensatory
wages for work not performed. For
example, if an employer calls men
to the fields and then discovers
there is not enough work, he would
not have to pay four hours showup pay - - a clause included in
present contracts.
From the beginning, farm
workers have been considered
third-class citizens and treated
like slaves. To help and protect
their fellow citizens, Americans
must guarantee poor farm workers
the same constitutional and labor
rights any other American
receives.

Usually, the seriousness of the
problem grows with negligence until
one must cope with the nuisance just to
continue his day-to-day existence. The
of
industrial
side -effects
mechanization are beginning to take
their toll and possible solutions are
cropping up. Open sewage is more
often the rule than the exception and
water treatment plants are rare.
It is downright disheartening to
come to Europe and get the impression
you already had a mild preview in the
U.S. of the ecological destruction to
come. In California I saw countryside
consumed by sprawling suburbs lacking design and continuity, beaches
covered with dead fish and people
without a sense of purpose. How can
you warn somebody?
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End to war will come through PRG proposal
by Sue Martinez of the Graphic Offensive
Pres. Nixon is presently carrying on
the war in Vietnam with the heaviest
bombing campaign in the course of
human history. He has committed
half the total B-52 bomber fleet, seven
aircraft carriers off the coast where
under Johnson there were only three.
He has promised to have only 27,000
U.S. troops in South Vietnam by the
end of the year, but has in fact reintroduced 150,000 servicemen to the
Southeast Asian war zone. According
to senior U.S. Air Force officials (AP
wire, Sept. 18), "If Nixon is re-elected
without a negotiated settlement being
reached, the air war against Vietnam
would likely be intensified."
Nixon’s War
Nixon was elected four years ago
with the promise that he had "a secret
plan to end the war." In fact his "secret
plan" was to continue the war and seek
the victory that Johnson had failed to
attain.
According to U.S. government
statistics, since Nixon took office to

June 30, 1972, more than 20,000
Americans have been killed, 110,000
wounded and 500 taken prisoner or
listed as missing. Since Nixon announced his bombing and mining campaign in April, 60 more pilots have
been taken prisoner.
In Vietnam four and a half million
Indochinese civilians have been killed,
wounded or made homeless under
Nixon.
He has employed a "pacification
program" which involved moving
thousands of people out of their countryside homes to armed concentration
camps to keep them away from the
NLF.
From April 6 to September, 1972, the
U.S. dropped 400,000 tons of bombs on
North Vietnam - - the same amount of
tonnage dropped in the two year
period 1967-68 - - at the peak of
Johnson’s air war. This is the
equivalent tonnage of a Hiroshima sized atomic bomb every five days.
From April to July, according to
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North Vietnamese statistics, the U.S.
has attacked over 160 schools, 100
churches and 32 health establishments
and hospitals. Residential sections in
the six major cities of the North have
all been hit. The third largest city, Nam
Dinh, is now 75 per cent destroyed.
Since April of this year, the U.S. has
intentionally bombed dikes, dams and
irrigation works in North Vietnam.
This is the conclusion of the North
foreign
government,
Vietnamese
diplomats and journalists and an
team
investigation
international
which included former U.S. Attorney
General Ramsey Clark. A break in
these dikes during the rainy season
could cause death by starvation and
drowning to millions of North Vietnamese civilians.
Under international law, these U.S.
policies in Indochina are war crimes.
Nazi official Seyss Inquart was
condemned to death at the Nuremberg
war crimes tribunal for ordering the
dikes opened in Holland in 1944.
People’s Fight
On March 31 of this year, the
People’s Liberation Armed Forces
launched the largest offensive of the
war. Twenty-five ton tanks, which the
sophisticated electronic sensors on the
Ho Chi Minh trail had failed to detect,
appeared throughout the country. New
fronts were opened all over Indochina.
The Saigon army simply could not
fight everywhere and instead engaged
in major battles at An Loc and Quang
Tn. Though Thieu has claimed victory
in both cases, he failed to comprehend
the objective of the PLAF offensive.
Their aim is to eliminate the Saigon
army as a fighting force, to destroy the
pacification program, and to
demonstrate the failure of Nixon’s
plan to Vietnamize the war.
Thus the PLAF offensive has been a
major success. According to both U.S.

and PRG press reports, seven out of
Saigon’s 13 divisions have been either
put out of action or severely damaged
in the last five months. Thousands of
Saigon soldiers have defected.
In the countryside, attacks on the
"pacification program" in district after
district have meant that areas once
thought "secure"- -even those near
Saigon - - are now controlled by the
PLAF. In September, U.S. General
Weyland estimated that half of South
Vietnam is now held by the PLAF.
Despite the incredible U.S. bombing
campaign in both the North and South,
the Vietnamese say that even if Hanoi
and Haiphong are destroyed, they will
go on fighting, and that the more
terrible the hardships they have to endure, the closer they are to final victory.
A Plan For Peace
There is a plan for peace that would
mean an end to the war, the safe return
of POW’s and a broad -based coalition
government in South Vietnam. It is the
PRG Seven -Point Peace Proposal.
The Seven Points says that as soon
as an end to U.S. aggression and
withdrawal of U.S. troops, material,
and bases and those of its allies are
agreed to, a cease fire will begin. The
first POW will be released as soon as a
date for total U.S. withdrawal is set.
The Seveli Points calls for a coalition
government for South Vietnam to be
made up of representatives of the PRG,
independent and religious groups and
even members of the Thieu regime,
excluding Thieu himself. This administration will then hold democratic
elections in South Vietnam.
Nixon claims that he will stay in
Vietnam until all the prisoners are
released, but his policies have never
brought about the release of a single
POW. He claims the NLF wants to "impose a communist regime" on the

South Vietnamese people, though they
have constantly pledged the contrary.
He claims the U.S. must stay to
prevent "a bloodbath" if the NLF wins,
despite the fact that they have made it
a policy to persuade and win over
soldiers, government officials and
even police. It is Nixon who is creating
a bloodbath in Vietnam.
Oct. 14 March
At this crucial time near the
November elections, it is vital that we
do everything we can to expose Nixon.
With his manipulatory skills and
ready access to the media, he has been
able to persuade millions of people
that he is "winding down the war" and
is "the true peace candidate."
Large marches, like the peace
marches of the past, have concretely
affected public opinion to the point
where most Americans now oppose
the war, where Johnson put a ceiling on
troops and resigned the Presidency,
where Nixon had to terminate the
Cambodian invasion and withdraw
U.S. ground forces. We must use the
power of the people now to focus
public opinion on Nixon as the true
war criminal and mass murderer he is.
The Oct. 14 march to denounce
Nixon and support the Seven Points
will assemble in Dolores Park, at 18th
and Church in San Francisco, at 9:30
a.m. In Golden Gate Park, speakers
will include Ramsey Clark, Dave
Dellinger and Julian Bond, as well as a
cultural performance by U.S. Vietnamese students and the Red Star
Singers. A car pool will leave San Jose
at 8-8:30 a.m. from Lucky’s parking lot
at 7th and Santa Clara streets. We hope
you’ll be there!
For these and other facts, see the
new 8-page issue of the War Bulletin. It
and the new edition of Sedition are
now available at the C.U. Information
Desk.
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Freedom demanded by rioters
WASHINGTUNRioting prisoners at the District of Columbia jail began negotiating with authorities yesterday more than
12 hours after seizing control of one cellblock and taking at least
10 persons hostage.
About 30 of the 187 inmates in the cellblock of the jaih which
has 1.100 prisoners, demanded freedom and nothing else, and
threatened to lull hostages they seized early yesterday morning
in the uprising.

Automation ends BART
SAN FRANCISCOThe operator of the Bay Area Rapid Transit train that ran off the end of the line at Fremont Oct. 2 said
Tuesday the automatic controls on the system’s trains have
failed before.
Eli Palmer Ir. told a State Public Utilities Commission hearing
even though there were troubles with the automatic controls he’d
never had a problem stopping the train with the mechanical controls until the accident earlier this month which injured five
persons, including himself. None were seriously hurt.

Mystery in McGovern campaign
WASHINGTONDemocratic presidential nominee George
McGovern said yesterday, "Mysterious things have happened in
our campaign which have puzzled us" referring to reports that
some of Pres. Richard Nixon campaign workers have conducted
sabotage and espionage activities against McGovern.
McGovern. appearing yesterday on NBC’s Today show,
however, did not elaborate on the statement.

Rain is the cause of 2 deaths
SAN FRANCISCOThe torrential rains which drenched the
Bay Area early yesterday caused two deaths, stranded motorists
and brought traffic on the Bayshore Freeway between Interstate
280 and the San Francisco International Airport to a halt.
A surge of water knocked an unidentified elderly man down in
downtown San Francisco and swept him under a car where he
drowned in three feet of water before fireman could rescue him,
police said.
Another person died in a storm -caused accident in Fremont. officers said.

Recreation bill is considered
WASHINGTONThe House Interior Committee considered
and amended a bill yesterday establishing the Golden Gate
National Recreation Area in California.

Book talk

by Grothe
By Maureen McGarth
"It is an indignity to the
English language to say that
Sweden is a totalitarian country," said Dr. Peter Grothe.
founder of the Peace Corps and
lecturer for the Political
Science Department.
He made this comment
while reviewing Roland
t’Huntford’s .....he New
Totalitarians" (Stein and Day)
at this semester’s first faculty
book talk yesterday.
Grothe said Huntford’s
main thesis is that Sweden is
totalitarian because the Social
Democratic party controls the
commass
schools,
munications and cultural
aspects of that country.
However, Grothe accused
Hunt ford of exaggeration.
"It is not that the book is
only guilty of overkill, it often
contains false facts," Grothe
commented.
Because of this, the book
"loses all credibility." he
added.
Dr. Grothe spent a year in
Sweden and Norway studying
those countrys’ changing
view -points about America.
He is presently writing a book
on that subject.
Grothe agreed with
Hunt ford that Sweden’s
establishment
intellectual
lacks diversity of political
view -points.
"There are no William F
Buckley’s to challenge the
basic assumptions tit
government." the lecturer
stated.
Grothe noted however, that
the Social Democratic parts
has nothing to do with the
Swedish intellectuals’ conformity.
"Swedes, especially the
intellectual establishment, atv
conformists," he said.

Rubbing his hands together
and rocking back on his heels,
with
agreed
Grothe
Huntford’s claim that the
Swedish press is biased
towards the Social Democratic
party.
He said the media,
especially television, are
"Models of the lack of objectivity."
"It is virtually impossible
for anyone with opposing
views to be heard over the
broadcast media," he added.
However, Grothe noted
there is no censorship in
Sweden. This practice is
merely a reflection of the true
beliefs of the intellectual establishment, he implied.
"Maybe the publisher came
up with the name "The New
Totalitarians" just to double
the books sales." Grothe
stated.
However, "They probably
could have quadrupled sales if
they had put a picture of some
stacked Swedish girl on the
coved." he quipped.
Ass result of the misleading
title and exaggerated facts,
Grothe said it would be a good
book for Swedes to read.
But unless an American has
done a great deal of research
about Sweden, the book read
here could not be put in its
proper perspective, he concluded.
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by Virginia Golden
A "fetish for football and a
desire to see more women
enter male-dominated fields of
study are just two subjects of
first female
interest to
academic dean.
Dr. Gail Fullerton. dean of
graduate studies and research.
assumed her new post in lone
of this year. Chosen from a
field of 50 applicants. Dr.
Fullerton was appointed by
Pres. ’Simnel, following the
recommendation of a faculty
search committee.
The soft-spoken Dean said
she had a combination of
reasons for seeking the appointment.
"Creativity within the
university is possible at two
levels," according to Dr.
Fullerton. "One is within the
classroom, and the other is in
the creation of new programs."
As graduate coordinator in
the Sociology Department
since 1969. Dr. Fullerton has
been involved with graduate
studies and the development
of new curriculum at the
graduate level.
Included in her new duties is
the coordination of new
graduate programs and the
creation of new degrees or
within
concentrations
degrees.
Regarding this semester’s
inter -disciplinary
new
women’s courses. Dr.
Fullertondoes not discount the
possibility of a degree in
women’s studies in the future.
She admitted, however, that
she has "not decided whether
it would be best for women to
have a degree in woolen’s

or to open doors to
women in other curriculum.
such as the sciences and
math."
"Women’s studies. as I see it,
is not a discipline, but a focus."
at udies.

Dr. Gail Fullerton
she added, citing as an example one of the current women’s
courses, "The Heroine in
Literature."
Despite her busy schedule
as dean, Dr. Fullerton is still
teaching a modern family
course, at her own request.
She enjoys teaching at least
one course because "It helps
you remember what the
institution is all about."
The textbook used in the
course was authored by Dr.
Fullerton herself. Titled
"Surivival in Marriage." the
book took five years to write
and was published last April

SEND MOM YOUR Mt

Dealing with all aspects ot
marriage from "Marriage as a
Sexual Union" to "Post Marital Roles." the book is
subtitled an "Introduction to
Family Interaction, Conflicts,
and Alternatives."
Dr. Fullerton pointed out
that the book deals with "real
people" through data she
gathered by tape recorder.
In the preface she states the
book "attempts to answer the
question of whether the
marital institution that fit the
agrarian society of an earlier
America can continue to
function in our cybernated
mass society."
"Survival n Marriage" is
Dr. Fullerton’s first book
written on her own. However,
she was co-author of "The Adjusted American," written
with her first husband. Dr.
Snell Putney, a professor in
the sociology department at
SISU.
An extensive background in
sociology has given Dr.
Fullerton much insight into
the current women’s
movement.
"Basically the women’s
movement has had a bad
press." she said. "Coverage
has gone heavily to anything
outrageous."
She sees the movement assn
effective force only if it goes
beyond the level of
consciousness raising. or
"making women aware of the
things that have been taken for
granted. If it ends there, it’s
negative. People merely
become dissatisfied. If it goes
beyond that, to alternatives,
an awareness of choice, then it

"We’ve been asked by
members of the Associated
Students to establish an on campus center for draft
counseling."
Tuesday CWA filed for on campus recognition. Its aim.
according to Behan, is to establish an on -campus arm of
the San lose Peace Center to

become a positive thing
Ur. Fullerton believes there
have not been equal lob Opportunities fur wumen, despite
the fact that "all the WHY
through school and college.
women have had great opportunities - but in the out stile
world. this is not so."
She added that "because of
the way we iv/omen] are
raised, we think it is
personal."
"It has always been assumed by men and women that
when a man is transferred in
his job, his wife will go. Most
women expect and accept this.
They are forced to choose
between their careers and
their families. This creates a
built-in
institutionalized
sexism."
Obviously Dr. Gail
Fullerton has not been forced
to choose between her career
and her family. She is presently married to a professional
artist, and has two children.,
boy. 21. and a girl. 14.
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Spiral design accents right side of hairstyle.

Braids:

New design is started as each section is completed.

African cornbraid sculpting’
becomes a spiritual snooze

By La Vonia Anderson
"When I sit down to sculpture, my hands are spiritually
guided," explained Daima }tarnish
Her name, Daima !tarnish is Swahili for "enjoys herself
always," and her sculpture is what is commonly known as corn
braiding.
"It’s like going to sleep and when I wake up the hair is finished.
Honest, when I wake, I ask ’who did your hair?’ they say ’you did
it Daima’," she explained.
Under, over, under, over, her small fingers move as she talks
about her sculpture, its history and her philosophy about it.
Preferring to be called Daum’, she refers to the hairstyle as a
form of African art.
"African art has a dual purpose. It is both beautiful and
pleasing to the eye and it is functional," slated Daima.
"This is directly opposed to the westernized concept of you can
’look but don’t touch’," she added.
Daima learned how to braid from a member of the_Mesi tribe
from Nigeria, where the process is called corn rowing.
The type and pattern of the braids tells the function the person
serves in the tribe.
"The pattern of the single braids, tells everyone the person is a
warrior in his tribe," she explained.
Although she does not pattern aperson’s hairstyle after the role
he plays in society, she does braid a style according to the
vibrations she receives.
"The physical appearance is not important. Whether you look
’good’ in one style as opposed to another is secondary to the
vibrations you and your hair send out," she stated.
"Vibrations set the mode and the mood which allows one to see
inside of himself free of all camouflage." she added.

Daima never does the same design twice because, according to
her, she never receives the same vibrations.
Even if she receives negative feelings from a person, she still
puts herself into the design and uses the hair as a"medium to get
rid of the feeling."
"In those cases you find my sculptures to have more intricate
art circles and shapes," she explained.
Generally, Daima never knows what type of design she will
sculpt until she gets the feel of the hair. According to her
everyone’s hair texture and hairline is different..
"Just like everyone has a different pattern of finger prints so
does everyone have a different hairline and a different texture of
hair," she said.
Dolma compares her working with a head of hair to kneading
clay and preparing it to be sculpted.
"First I stimulate the scalp which induces the hair to respond to
my touch," explained Daima.
Dolma views Black people as being the "children of the sun."
"In ancient times the knowledge of life entered our bodies
through our heads, which houses our brain, the most important
organ of our body.
"The braids allowed the energy from the sun to enter into our
heads more easily thenas they do nowthis lets the energy
stimulate our minds." she added.
A hair style lasts about two or three weeks but to test the
durability of one style Daima wore it for over two months. According to her it held up very well.
"One of the most important things about corn braiding is
you’re not concerned with how other people view you because
there is no doubt that you are beautiful," she concluded.

Braids show heritage
Photos by
C.J. Bell.

By Mark Hegedus
"You walk around with a sore head and tight
brains," explained Lawrence Jones as he
reminisced about his French braid hairstyle. The
Markham Hall student added, "I never felt so
bad as when I wore my first corn roll."
Corn roll, French braid, corn braid. What are
they? A look around you anywhere on campus
will reveal oodles of examples. The rush is on
and many black men and women on campus
have tried, are trying or are thinking about
trying French braid.
The old tribal traditions have pervaded the
Black mood once again. The custom of an individual tribal hairstyle to signify a particular
tribe has been transferred here to the individual
to signify individuality.
Bebraided Maisha Johnson explained it in capsule form.
"Wearing my braids is a cultural thing, not a
fad. The type of braid I wear is a signification of
my personal identity," she said.
The proliferation of personal identity seen on
campus today seems to be endless. The French
braid has changed hairstyle to hair sculpture.

Debora Farley, an Allen Hail resident, does her
own hair in braids and styles many other
persons hair as well. As she described braiding,
she used her hands as if she were working on an
imaginary person.
"Braiding," she said, "is a thing of beauty, an
outlet for my creativity as well as for the person I
am doing it for."
French braid is more than just beautiful and
meaningful, it is functional. When the hair is
shampooed the braids do not necessarily have to
be taken down. Also, less work is involved in
grooming and much money is saved on things
such as hairspray.
Again, French braid comes to the rescue of
those who keep pulling out half of their hair each
time they comb. Braid Devotees say it is
healthier for one’s hair to be braided. Braiding
allows the scalp to breathe, creating built-in air
conditioning.
With beauty, style, class, functionality and
healthiness to back up the braid, it can’t help but
stay around for a long time.
It is indeed a blessing that the ink well has
gone out of style.

These first braids determine how James Gibson’s hair will be styled.

Marsha Allan displays her unique braids.

Scott, and

Nantelle , who braids her own hair, ’display the long and short of it.
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Fox ’mediocre’
By Glom Larask
Billed as an "incomparable
master on a mightly 56 -rank
electronic organ.- Virgil Fox
walked on stage at the Flint
Center Saturday night.
The excitenient of that move
was only lopped when, at the
end of his performance, he
walked off stage.
After his opening statement.
it was evident that the music
of J.S. Bach was going through
the wringer.

or

Duo

Paul Staiger explaining his philosphy on art.

Staiger paints
plastic America
by Stephanie Curtis
The walls of his office are
stark except tot a series ol
round photographs showing
the dif ferent layers of a tasty
looking hamburger.
Perhaps those four round
photographs could tell the
visual story of associate
professor of art, Paul
Staiger’s. philosophy on art.
-I like art as an absurd gesture." Steiger said, slowly
sliding back in his chair.
What Steiger believes about
his art is contradictory to the
fame he has achieved at his
young age. This summer his
paintings, which he calls
"photo realism." were shown
in Documenta 5 in Germany,
publicized as the most important art show ol 1972.
Pop and junk art dominated
the show which art critic
Harold Rosenberg of "The
New Yorker" called "anti-art."
Rosenberg also reviewed
Staiger’s work and said it was
"commercial." "Perhaps some
of my past stuff was too
campy," Steiger admitted.
Looking a bit tousled but
very intense, Steiger said he
does paintings in series. One
series was the movie stars
homes in Hollywood.
"A painting which looks
exactly like a photograph
would be the ideal, because
then my effort becomes totally
absurd." Steiger commented.
All of Staiger’s paintings are
by
predetermined
photographs he faithfully
copies using an airbrush
because "the work will have no
painterly quality."
"Wouldn’t it be neat to paint
all the beaches in Los Angeles

McClure
featured
in reading
A poet whose last published
works include a series of plays
about meat balls, naked girls
with fairy wings, and panda
bears, will be featured at the
Open Poetry Readings tonight
at 7:30 in the C.U. Pacifica
Room,
Michael McClure. resident
of San Francisco, will read
from his unpublished book
titled
"September
Blackberries."

Tsrrpera! VVatercoSor!
O! Acrylic! Charcoal!
Paste. Gouache! Ink!
Markers!Mechar Ica’s!
Packaging! Airbrush!
Illustration! Sketdles!
Renderngs!Exhibts!
Photomounting! Signs!.
CcastructicosiDescril
And More! Low Cost!
ColdandHot Press!
Single&DoubleThck!

Lount
Si a iger asked
himself. The redeeming social
message might be that "Frankie Avalon peeled off his wet
suit on that beach."
Emotional involvement isn’t
a quality that clogs up
Staiger’s
craftsmanship.
About his subjects he says
"My attitude is totally ambivalent. I’m not trying to say
a thing."
He does admit, however,
that his viewers may read
something into his pictures of
Los Angeles plasticity. "my
pictures may communicate

something but I have no control over that."
Steiger described himself as
"a nerd funcool person) in high
school, bull hada flat top with
fenders their style of the
5081."
He justifies his pop subject
matter, "I’ve always been into
popular culture. I feel most
honest with it."
And then revealing one of
his burning desires, he
confessed, "I want to find the
intersection where lames
Dean died and the parking lot
he stood in with Sal Mineo."

.... DA TEBOOK

South Bay
rock -folk -soul
Most of the top music action in the area will heat Winterland in
the City this weekend. On Friday night T. Rex will be the
headline group along with Poco and The Doobie Brothers. On
Saturday night it will be It’s a Beautiful Day, Poco and
Lighthouse.
Here’s some of the weekend musical action around the area:
SAN JOSE AREA
Ricardos will feature Tarbyt ill on Friday. Flash on Saturday
and Childhood’s End on Sunday. 1893 will be at the Warehouse
Friday and Saturday. The Garlic Factory will have Herbie
Squirrel on Friday and Saturday and L. Peters on Sunday. Lockran will be performing at the Hatch Cover on Friday with john &
Dorsy appearing on Saturday. Isadores will have Amazing Grace
on Friday and Saturday. Mellow Grace will play the Fog Horn on
Friday with Frank Marsquerra appearing on Saturday.
NEAR SAN JOSE
The Bodega in Campbell will feature Blue Mountain on Friday
and Saturday with Blackjack on Sunday. In Los Gatos the
Chateau Liberte will have Country Weather on Friday and
Swiftly Taloose on Saturday and Sunday. Also in Los Gatos will
be Greg Harris at the Wine Cellar on Friday and Sid Clifford on
Sunday. The Garret Pruneyard in Campbell will have Thomas
Martin and Yankee Hill on Friday. Joe Ferrara and Maxwell on
Saturday and Skip Morgan on Sunday.

This face can
give you
a lift.
4.

BARBARA EDELL/244-8671
Need a 1110 PSA makes it
,asy with over 160 daily flights
.orei-ling Northern and
Southern California Your PSA

"I think Sebastian t3ai,li is
glad that you are here." he
said, in an A.M. radio voice.
As his gimmicks became
more obvious, his show
became more boring. Dressed
in a silver lame sportcoat. silk
stockings and diamond’
studded shoes. Fox gave dull.
detailed speeches alter nearly
every song performed.
The Billy Graham -like
orations on how a Fugue is put
together were totally proper

plays rock I

By Bill Harke
When a new group hits the
pop music scene, a requirement for making the big
time is usually a hit single.
Unfortunately. Batdorf and
Rodney are new pop artists
without a single.
The two musicians have a
recently released recording on
Asylum records. titled "Batdorf and Rodney," containing
all the material needed to be a
big seller, except for one
thinga song lo be released as
a single.
Despite the fact they record
on the same label as Leon
Russell. any comparison ends
there. John Batdorf and Mark
Rodney have a sound quite
similar to Crosby. Stills. Nash
and Young. Batdorf’s lead
voice sounds very much like
that of Graham Nash.
The selection of music is
similar to that of Nash in his
quieter moods, such as "Lady
of the Island," "Our House"
and "Simple Man."
But not exactly. Batdorf
wrote all compositions on the
album, a total of nine. and included everything from electric guitars to cellos and harps.
Both Batdorf and Rodney
play a host of instruments, and
both escel on the acoustic
guitarthe piano high on Bat doff s repertoire and percussauna one of Rodney’s strong

points.
Seven of the album cuts
could be considered soft, while
in "Between the Ages" and
"Under Five," a little more
rock is injected into the album.
Still, Batdorf and Rodney
lack a song like CSN & Y’s
"Marrakesh Express" or
"Suite: judy Blue Eyes." What
they offer is an album full of
good cuts easy to listen to. but
in the pop music world where
one single can sell a million
albums, the good music might
just go down the drain without
an appreciative audience.

oart Wednesday, Nov 22 on CP Air from San Fran., to Vancouver (PSA to and from San Francisco if
need it Return Sunday. Nov. 26. Deluxe twin accom,,-tat,ons (with fireplace) at Whistler’s newest resort
.tel. Adventures West Village. Plus 650 for ground trans.,itation and sk, lift tickets. Nothing to buy. Full details
on entry blanks. Your campus rep has ’sm.
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hardly exciting for

an organ

CORSIGLIA, SR
SANTA CLARA COUNTY
FLOOD CONTROL AND
WATER DISTRICT #2
ELECTION NOV. 7th

recital.

Take away his side
showsthe speeches and the
outfit and all that’s left is a
mediocre organist who is not
very sensitive to the music,
but can play it.
He played Bach favorites including "Fantasy and Fugue in
G Minor, "Passacaglia and
Fugue in C minor," "Toccatta
and Fugue in D minor." and "Peso. by of Man’s Desiring."
None of these works went
particularly well as wrong
lades were evident in many
places. Fox also got too loud in
many of the Preludes he
played during the evening.
Probably the height of absurdity came when Fox led the
audience in a cheer of B-A -C-H
after one of his four encores.
The other disappointment,
besides Fox himself, was the
light show. It was a most
unimaginative light display,
and only contributed to the
cheapening of Bach which
took place that evening.

PAID FOR BY THE COMMITTEE
TO RE-ELECT VIC CORSIGLIA SR.

SAVOY
13ROWN
LULU-111En)
MIRY R ANDERSON
SAT OCT 21 8 PM
SANTA CLARA COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS
hotels 64 Advance Avo4able or So.. Jose Bo, Ob.ce Pennsula Bon 011.ce
socabob, 56 01 pao,
Doscounl Efecofds Macvs and
F., lvabef .nlonnotion Pbone 246-1160
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A PLACE
TO COME FOR
WHATEVER
YOU SMOKE

MALE’ SLACKS

567 E.

shuffle off to Buffalo
with Cone. The traveling gear is expertly
tailored slacks of Cone
Corduroy, available
in a whole line-up of
colors and sizes. Visit
your campus store and
get a pair for the road.

SANTA CI ARA S

408

294 -0 58 8

Cpne
inw

Thanksgiving
Pilgrimage
To Hawaii
Four Nights ’165. Including...
. . . round trip via Pan Am 707 from San

Francisco to Honolulu, 4 nights lodging at
the Reef Towers Hotel (double occupancy).
transfers from airport to hotel and hotel to
Hawaii-SJSU football game, all baggage
handling, tips and airport taxes. For more
information and reservations call John Merz
287-8301 or stop by suite girt Student
710 at 6th & Santa Clara.
Services
Make Thanksgiving a
West, Inc.
trip.
A student owned and operated service

Cone makes fabrics people live n.

CLOSE OUT!
$9,000 Worth of Current

LP’s AT COST!
13.98 listnow only 12.34
14.98 listnow only 12.94

****************
Find your PSA rep
and ski what you can win.

.r)

class but

Caller/1

/1.
/rat

PSA gives you a lift.

FREE THANKSGIVING
SKI WEEKEND FOR TWO
AT WHISTLER MOUNTAIN,
BRITISH COLUMBIA.

tor d MUNK survey

RETAIN

15.98 listnow only 13.59

On Sale Now --While They Last!

Slia-Preaw Eftteaofte
"

/he Wollesre 4Inion
2.

F
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IIntramurals
Intramural sign-ups ar running wild and the month
October sports 10 activities.
Continuing are sign ups fur
men and women’s nine-ball
billiards and basketball. Preseason basketball tournament
sign-ups begin today.
Advanced
badminton
workshop and tennis open
Friday. with volleyball and ski
conditioning sign-ups Monday.

a.

Pipe Headquarters
Featuring Name Brand Pipes
BARLING
KING
COSTELLO

CHARATAN
PROCTUS
KRISWILL

GILD
COMOY
PETERSON

3,000 Pipes $ 1.50 to $4.95
Cigarette Tobacco
3 castlesPerle ShagMcDonalds
’COME IN AND PICK UP YOUR
FREE 24 PAGE PIPE CATALOGUE

Looking for
A good used
car? Check the
classifieds under
Automotive

45 N 1st Street

iiSED
)PORTABLES
FROM
$25

Hours M -S 630-6 PM

we’ll insure it
for less.
California financial Responsibility Six monli,
rates for qualified stedeets are as law as

T

-

Student rates on

Gail Melvin

Warf and the cage stop this goal.

Fred Warf, SJSU’s outstanding goalie, demonstrates h s defense

soles, service and
rentals

Waterpolo junior is ’cib’ of defense

HUNTER’S

Fred Warf; goalie ’au natural’
of San Mateo.
Walton had no doubts about
Fred Wart’s ability. He was an
all -league performer at lames
Lick High School and his 6.4215 lb. frame made him a
natural for the position of
goalie.
"He is the most dedicated
player on this team." admitted
Walton recently. "And his
strength is an added asset, lie
can block shots that other
goalies can’t, simply because
of strength alone.
But strength isn’t the only
asset Warf has in the cage.

By John Matthews
When All-American goalie
Steve Hamann played his last
game for San lose State
University last year, coach Lee
Walton wasn’t too concerned
about finding an adequate
replacement.
Waiting in the wings at San
lose City College was a 20
year-old lad who was secondteam all -league two years running for the aguars. His
freshman year. he was second
to Hamann himself when
Hamann attended the College

"He is as coachable as any
player I have coached and he
continues to improve each
game," added Walton.
While the players on SIR)
undefeated varsity water polo
team owe, and readily admit
they owe, much ot their
success to Wart. Fred neatly
passes the credit on to his
teammates.
"They play the hest defense I
have ever seen,- said Warf.
Knowing that other goalies are
often laced with a three-on two or four-on-two situations.
Wart happily notes that is not

the case with the Spartans.
"It just doesn’t happen
here." related Warf. "When
they (the opposition) come at
me. they are all covered."
An except ion to that
statement occurred in the
game against Cal StateFullerton in the Nor’Cal
Aquatic
Federation
Tournament. SISU had acornfort able 9-2 lead and reserves
filled the water. Suddenly,
Warf was faced with a two-on none situation. He blocked the
shot. Alone.
He blocked penalty shots in

.
vim
I

71 E. San Fernando

’art
1

GET READY FOR WINTER
Campbell Plus
’2013 Winchester Blvd.
Campbell, Ca. 0500B
140E11374-7777

iiAl 41611’.4,eti
’frarm-.C.-

e.

Mountaineering
Equipage

eA.

I

74.4114WI;*

a

MPORTER

Gail Melvin

"We hope it will confuse our
opponents."
Both teams open league action at 6p.m. when they trek to
Sonoma State where the ’A’
squad nabbed last year’s Nor’
;al crown.

BILL’S
COLLEGE
PHARMACY
Reg. 49c Now 29c
Ultra-Sheen Hairdressing
Reg. $1.00 Now 77c

E
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HEAVY’
TREATS
FOR
GUESTS

William
Offer good until Thurs., 10/19/72

Sktotedie Void:acne
91,

REG. $2.20 Now $1.65
?i’iI’.

Technicolor
Special Offer
Kodachrome slides
processed

AquaMarine Moisture Lotion
IEROt

s(’)

GOURMET

South
10th
Street

Flair Pens

:600 THE ALAMEDA
s ANT A CLARA, CA 95010
PHONE 248.5200

SPOOKY FOODS
FOR FAR OUT

Women’s volleyball begins.
"The advantage is having
three hitters at the net."
commented
women’s
volleyball coach. Betty lane
Trotter, on the team’s offensive strategy.
"We’re playing a 4-2 with 6-2
modificatinn,

Pkt,S1 RIP1 IONS

.24

Wahr

SWAP ’ESA
UP FOR THE
FON OF I I-

I

I

i
lis. Third St.
1
CSIS I
I 289-8681 zAsuranct service .1
L

Eil MOUNTAIN LIFE

or 4mOviel

217.44

college stucient

Backpa Jr ing

’

0,

4.04

each of the games against
California -Berkeley and Concord Aquatic Club in the
tournament and the Spartans
went on to win e,ich of the
games by one goal.
"He is to us what a.
quarterback is to football or a
center is to basketball," said
Walton. "He is. potentially, the
best goalie in San lose State
Illniversity) history."
If Wart is to become an AllAmerican, he would be the
sixth goalie at SISU to attain
such an honor. And, while it
must be somewhat in the back
of his mind, the junior
physical education major’s
thoughts for the future only involve his team.
"Our goal. of course, is to be
NCAA champions this year,"
stated Wart.

ART SIIJOFNI

NIP

"Olt’. -

I
I

’411111

Ternpera! Watercolor!
Oil! Acrylic! Charcoal!
Pastel! Gouache! Ink!
Markers! Mechanical&
P-ackaging! Airbrush!
Ilkistration! Sketches!
Renderings! Exhibits!
Photomounting! Signs!
C,onstructicris! Design!
And More! Low Cost!
Cold and Hot Press!
Single& DoubleThick!

/

/

Single Male - age 17-19
$153
20 $139
21 ...... 74
Single Female - 21 & ever
40
Married Male - age 21-24 _ 54

PLUSI4
PAS14A PILLOWS
zewpaows, sfike
,oiRows, medium size
pd/ows, krge,o/Wows,
pant ,od/ows
sizes gc,oil/ows to

throw on sofas, oh9/r4,
or beds. From P ’
to 3’w 41
749/5/ey5,
spwr/s, Ihdis
,ormts and

pretty/lowers in
"today,i most modern
CO/OP combmotions. Most are

,4’cotch Guarded Vyour short
OP7
urmture - use ,o///ows.
14:sit the "Pillow Pad"
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Sports Spiel
By lay Goldberg

There goes lohnny AllAmerican scoring a basket for
good at’ Sis Boom Bob U., oh
wail a minute...he didn’t make
it, a mogul came and picked off
the court. The cradle has been
robbed!
A mogul? That’s lust a short
word for an owner of a prolessional basketball team or any
professional team. for that
matter.
In a recent issue of the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association News, the NCAA
look another poke at the mean
and "nasty’ proestablishment.
especially the proraids on
college basketball. The NCAA
still hasn’t recuperated from
the pro football raids on campus in the early ’608.
Unfortunately, the NCAA is
it
an establishment, but
doesn’t realize it yet. While the
college group is knocking the
pros land there are legitimate
gripes) it seems to forget its
own foibles.
Foibles such as offering
potential prep stars cars and
girls, while they are still under
high scoot jurisdiction; pressuring 19-21 -year-olds to win
for good of’ Sis Moob Hab U.,
and tutoring the young stars
until their athletic eligibility is
over, then forgetting they are
alive. These are some of the
major foibles, there are others.
It’s not the NCAA per se, but
the individual members that
commit these so called
"crimes."
mentioned
above
The
foibles are instruments for
schools like USC. Notre Dame,
Ohio State. Alabama, Nebraska. Penn State. Tennessee, to
name a few, to produce
winners. Of course, the alumni
back these schools and 95 per
cent of the rest of the NCAA
member schools. The alumni
want a winner.
However, the coaches of the
power
"major
so-called
houses- have found ways to
averting the alumni "pressure"
from their athletes. It is the
schools which try to climb to
the heights of the NCAA’s elite
which promulgate one
thingwinning.
The schools which try to
emulate the Notre Dame’s and

Spartans in
Northwest for
soccer tilit
The Spartan soccer squad is
departing for a weekend
excursion to
the great
Northwest.
The first annual Huskie
Soccer Classic is the main
reason behind the Spartans
early get -away. julie
Menendez’ hooters departed
San lose airport early this
morning. By the time this gets
to the reader. the Spartans will
be flying somewhere over Mt.
Lassen.
It will be a classic
tournament in which arch
rival UCLA will also be involved in the eight team
elimination struggle.
The Spartans open the show
at 5 p.m. taking on a tough
Western Washington team.
UCLA tangles with Seattle
Pacific and the eventual
winners will square off on
Friday evening.

Alabama’s, succumb to alumni
pressure, with coaches coming
up with sayings like "Play .0
win."
Are Parseghian )Notre
Bryant,
Bear
Dame);
’Alabama);
Bob Devaney.
(Nebraska) and loe Paterno.
IPenn State). don’t stress winning, they stress fundamentals, functioning, or
whatever you want to call it.
John
example.
Another
Ralston, now coaching the
stressed
Broncos,
Denver
perfection, performing the
fundamentals and avoiding
mistakes with a dash of pride,
while at Stanford. It helped
the"Indians" to two Rose Bowl
victories over supposedly
superior opponents. Michigan
and Ohio State.
By "Playing to win,"
emotionalism takes effect and
takes
when emotionalism
place, mistakes occur.
Dewey King. -San lose State
University’s head football
mentor, preaches the "play to
win" philosophy and admits.
mistakes or penalties will occur because of emotionalism.
King took over a win starved football program and
is trying to build it to national
prominence. However, it
seems as if the pressure of
winning put on by SjSU’s
alumni, namely the Spartan
Foundation, has creeped in.
supposedly
Emotion
boosted SlSI.1 to upsets over
Stanford last season and Cal
Ibis season. What really
happened was that Stanford
and Cal played sloppy ball,
literally handing both games
’
to SlSU on a gold platter.
SISU’s defense did play
good ball in both games, but
vital fumbles, interceptions
and penalties kept Stanford or
Cal from winning, not SISU’s
emotionalism.
Where was this emotion in
last season’s Pasadena Bowl
(now defunct) against Memphis State, a 28-9 verdict
against the Spartans?
If you preach to "Win" and
"Win" only many basic fundamentals are passed up.
In fact, many of the powers
like the Trojans, the Fighting
Irish and the Cornhuskers
have a wealth of talent, they
don’t need emotion. SISU has a
wealth of young talent. This
young talent doesn’t need
emotion alone to win. They
must avert mistakes and to do
that, SISU’s coaches should
stick to teaching football
and sportsmanship to take advantage of that "young" talent.

Spartan receiver Moyneur
’rather switch than fight’
Ii

kin

Morrison

Not until college did I ever
get the chance to play tight
end, so naturally I’m happy to
be a starter." said Chris
Moyneur. leading receiver on
the San lose State University
football team.
The 6-3. 200, Moyneur
played quarterback in high
school, but found the Position

STEAK

HOUSE

Terminal Building Reid-Hillview Airport

FREE

CHECKING 1.1

51110 MINIMUM BALANCE REQUIREL

FREECTRHAECVKESLERS

PARKING

l:SE OUR SAN PEDRO STREET LOT

STUDENT
!
You get more tor your mosey at...

9:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m.
DAILY.

HOURSAS
l’NTILF6R010341Yr.
614.0,6

SC,P*04*--yrs

CALENDAR

Chris Moyneur
filled at SISU by Craig Kimball, Travis McMichael, and
Brian Shelby. On the advice of
the coaches he then turned to
his second lovetight
endand earned his position
as a starter.
"He is a very intelligent ball
player and can use his hands
well." said Dewey King, head
football coach. "He is only a
sophomore and is improving
each week so we are expecting
great things from him."

making the decisions
quarterbacks have to make,
but I would rather just run out
and catch the ball."
For his efforts against
Fresno State, Moyneur was
tabbed Super Spartan on
offense. He caught five passes
for 67 yards and a touchdown.
The touchdown against
Fresno was the sophomore’s
biggest moment so far this
season. Now that he scored his
he is sure that he will
first

To,

WEDOCT 11SNAIL
THUReOCT 12LIGHTHOUSE
FRIOCT 13eBLUE MOUNTAIN
SATOCT 111011LUE MOUNTAIN
SUNOCT 15BLACKJACK
TUESOCT 17DAILY BRED
30 SO. CENTRAL CAMPBELL
374-4000
NO COVER SUNWED

"Wrong. Read
the fine print."

Member Federal Deposit insurance Corporation
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE OFFICE
31 N. MARKET STREET

ANY QUESTIONS?
Q. What coverage do I receive?
A. You are covered for THEFT (ONLY) of
any insured bicycle if at the time of the
theft the bicycle is locked and chained
to a stationary object OR protected by
an operative and approved electronic
warning device, which was actuated
to the time of theft. Theft of any part
of a bicycle is NOT covered.

prior

OPENS TOMORROW!
Fri.: 8:30 P.M.;
Sat.: 7:30 P.M.
and 10:30 P.M.
TICKET PRICES:
$5.50, $4 50, $3.50.

BOX OFFICE NOW OPEN!

THE PERSUASIONS

Circle Star Theatre
’1 inoff,!,
,erhui (,,,Ifoo,a 34( ;1)
R.,4,1
1. 38/ 2550. lor Son franosco 982 55801

ava/obto at CIRCO! STAR 11010Ffla
TICALTRON, MAVIS NW MI WIPES
r .0,1 of daf make cIft.s ornroblo a CIRf ,
((SR 71457111 and molt ro 17 0 to 1237 S.
reros
94070 Nen nolo. t.II
orlkoosod, --- who
FOR SPACIAL GROUP RATIS. CALL 31111560
nrroor sook,..... n
(Rmff

04
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Featuring Sherwood’s 7100-A Receiver this has to be the finest $200 unit on
the
70 watts (I.H.F.) 22 watts per channel (R.M.S.). FM -AM tuning
meter, tape dubbing jack, tape monitor, remote speaker control. front mounted headphone jack plus an almost distortion-free amplifier and ultra-sensitive tuner. System also includes a pair of SOL model 103-H-10 inch. 2-way
speaker systems. plus Garrards 40-B changer complete with base and
Shure’s model M44-E magnetic cartridge with diamond stylus

100%
BICYCLE THEFT
COVERAGE
as low as

$10 PER YEAR

market.

Here’s the deal:

OUEMENT’S SYSTEM PRICE
199.95
179.90 pr.
67.55

Total separate component price 447"

49

YOU SAVE 98.40

41/ AIENT

Re’a 13arort

FREE

THE SHERWOOD 1100-A SYSTEM

Model 103H
Garrard 40-8 base and
Shure M3 -D Cartridge

mononucleosis and hepatitis.
"The football program here
at SISU has really improved
the last few years," said
Moyneur. "Our team had
several seasons in which they
could hardly win a game. Then
Dewey King and the rest of the
coaches got us working as a
unit and now we are bowling
over the big teams such as
Stanford and Berkeley. With
the spirit we have we are
ready for anyone!"
"It’s a pleasure to work with
a man like Moyneur because
he is the type of guy who does
the job he is supposed to and
doesn’t gripe about it," said
King. "He is an exceptional
athlete and is working for the
team.
"I expect Chris around for
several more years." said
King. "Who knows, he might
become another Spartan
great!"

FOR DEPOSITORS

"Who needs
bike insurance?
My homeowner’s
policy covers
me, right?"

40pct

Sherwood 7100-A
SDI. Speakers

be able to score more.
A product of San Diego.
Moyneur is studying police
science and physical
education but would like a
combination of the two fur a
career as a forest ranger or
security guard. Unlike many
college players, he does not
want to become a professional
football
player after
graduation.
Moyneur didn’t start
playing football until he
entered Orange Glen High
School in Escondido, Calif. As
a left-handed quarterback, he
finished his lour years with as
many wins as there were
losses.
He then tried out for the
SJSU freshman football team
which was disbanded because
of the lack of players. Then he
"redshirted" last season
because of several prolonged
illnesses
including

As the Spartan’s leading
receiver, he has caught 21
passes for 234 -yards with an
11.1 average, two touchdowns
and his longest reception of 23
yards. This ranks him as one
of the top receivers in the
PCAA.
"It feels different catching
the ball rather than throwing
It." said Moyneur. "I enjoy

QUEMENT ELECTRONICS
1000 SO. BASCOM AVE.. SAN JOSE

PHONE 294-0464 Open Mon. Sat. 96

The recent rash of bicycle thefts has
caused many owners to take a second
look at their insurance protection The
findings are not promising. A typical
homeowner’s coverage usually carries
a $50 or $100 deductible. Further
deductions include depreciation and
premium costs, resulting in a minimal
settlement scant comfort for the loss
of a valuable bike.
When you’re covered by an All -Star

Bicycle Theft Policy, however, you’ll
receive 100% of your loss: the full
purchase price of your new bicycle,
the full appraised value of used. And
promptly. All valid claims are paid
within 30 days, and the premiums can
be less than $1.00 a month.
*
Your bike deserves 100% coverage,
and your premiums deserve to be the
lowest, right? Write!

O. Aren’t bicycles covered under
Homeowners policies?
A. Yes, but coverage is usually subject to
deductibles of $50 to $100. This program
provides THEFT coverage with no deductible or depreciation. Coverage amount is
the purchase price of bicycles of less than
one year old or appraised value of bicycles over one year old.
O. How is a claim made when a bicycle
is stolen?
A. First you must report the theft within
twenty-four hours to your local police.
Then, immediately complete the claim
notice provided with each coverage policy
to All -Star Bicycle
issued and
Theft Claims Dept. with a copy of the
police report and a copy of your original
bill of sale. (On a used bicycle, a written
appraisal by your bicycle dealer is
required as proof of value in addition to
the claim notice and police report.)

mail it

CI. What if the bicycle is recovered
but damaged?
A. In the event of recovery in a damaged
condition, the bicycle shall be restored
to its undamaged condition immediately
prior to loss, or the insured amount
shall be paid to the Insured at the
option of the Company.
O. How should I arrive at the true
bicycle value?
A New bicycles - Exact purchase price in
cluding attached accessories. Keep your
original bill of sale as proof of value.
Used bicycles Ask your local dealer
to give his written appraisal of the
value of the bicycle.
Q. Can my coverage be cancelled?
A. NO! The Policy is a one-year agreement
and is not subject to cancellation by
either party.

Applications ASO available at your local bicycle dealer
INRECO. Division of Post Corporation
do Bicycle Theft Insurance Department
110 Sutter Street, San Francisco 94104

O. Who is the insurer of this program?

I’m interested Please rush full details about Low Cost Bicycle Theft Insurance
Name
City

Address
State_.

Zip

A. All -Star Insurance Corporation, Milwaukee,
Wisc., a specialty lines company. All -Star is
a subsidiary of Post Corp. of Appleton,
Wisconsin, a publicly held company with
media and insurance interests.
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Cars and stars
head to Laguna

Six openings
on Internat’l
Committee

an
American
team -albeit in a German
serious
car-has mounted
McLaren
the
threat
to
Mark Donohue
domination
has come hack from a crash in
Roger
to
drit e
Georgia
Porsi he itt a
Penske’s
threatening manner. George
Southern
tram
Vollmer
California won three [Imes in
the same car while Donohue
was on the sick list. nett
French Grand (iris driv er
Francois Cevert won another
race in a year -old CI McLaren
So there should he plenty ot
Illese are the
competition
fastest road rat I ng cars in Ihr
or MID
7110
world,
with

It) taffy Harley
Special le the Daily
Imagine yourself driving at
100 miles per hour. You pass
another car. parked by the side
of the road As you go by, he
accelerates
&lore you can go a mile, he
y
hasp overtaken
will
passed. and be getting smaller
in your windshield
ractng
Any i(runt Can
car could do it. and there mill
be 30.0ild very decent ones in
Monetery this weekend tor the
Castrol Grand Pets. The hoary
line
the cars and stars, Its
true.
or
once
and
EVERYBODY will be there.
Until this year. Team
McLaren Irmo New Zealand
has virtually owned the Can’
Am series. They hail won 37 id
42 races tor the unlimited.
nearly 200-m1ih sports cars.
Now, though, competition has
Come (rum everywhere. The
basic Issue is money -there’s
so much ot it at stake that the
top car builders and drivers
couldn’t ignore the Can -Am

Lemma Seca

ha,
horsepower in a car
weighs 500 pounds less than a
Volkswagen ’Fhes belblss and
snort and intimidate you with
sheer mechanical presence.
The normal price of a Can Am ticket is seven dollars,
This seems high, even to road
racing fans. But with a student
body card and the student discount ticket plan you can get in
tor S5 Get there early

any longer.
For the lust time in Can -Am

Porsche 917

SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE 1915:
Food Supplements ’Instant Protein.
Vrtalea Vita E. Calcium etc
Horne Cleaners (Basic H. L, etc I
Beauty Aids (Pros:mina Shampoo SIC)
John & Mary Rhoades 297-3868
PISCEAN WATERSEDS 1528 W San
Carlos SI. 294-1455 (Just West of
Sears) features KILN DRIED DOUGLAS
FIR handcrafted frames, top quality
wsterrnattresses from $12 & up, organic
turniture, pillows, quality 10-speeds.
sales & service. accessories. friendly
service, righteous prices BEDS TO
REST BIKES THE BEST at PISCEAN
294-1455

Must.

5:30-5:35 pm:

Campus News
Music

7-7:25 pm:

In Black America

7:25-7:30 pm:

Public News

7:30-7:55 pm: Rule of Reason
Public Report

7:55-8 pm:

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE CO
organization meets Thurs. 7.30 PM
rnernOrial chapel All are welcome!

New Rochelle University Presents
611:30 pm:
9:30-9:40 pm, Public News
9:40-11 pm:

Music

in a magnificent
park setting

spn.irtaagiiicie

PLUS
tennis courts
Resident tennis pro
Private tennis club
Pro shop
6 swimming pools
2 Jacuzzis
4 saunas
4 tanning rooms
2 completely equipped gym L.
2 putting greens
1 baseball diamond
1 football field
2 volley ball, 4 paddleball.
2 shuffleboard, 1 badminton
& 6 basketball courts
2 billiard & pool rooms
2 card r0OrTis
1 lounges
irn classes for worn,
..,eational staff
PLUS
planned social & recreational

NEW STUDENT INSURANCE
PROGRAM designed specifically for us
For information contact your student
representstrve Jerry Hill at 287-2700 or
248-0219. or bump into horn St clam.

6
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writ.
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SAHA i oil DEN T Fuel M
Mini ,
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, 111,1 S1.1.1ure 0111
Pat
,1,1 01
lead
IESUS [’EDNA.
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Com p

ELLOWSHIP

.

pin

and Gas Branch of the 13.6 Geological
Some, will speak on "Low Angle Faults
it Thrust Grav Os and Lag Origin east
ode id Death Valley.’ Whew’ I
INTRODUCTORY LECTURE ON
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Co-ops help
cut dorm cost
A dorm like Joe West Hall
owned and operated by its
residents? Sound impossible ’
Well, that’s how 156 students
at the University of California
at Los Angeles are culling the
high costs ot college.
According to an article
published by Reader’s Digest.
this group of undergraduates
at UCLA owns and operates
two co-ops.
Organized as the University
Cooperative
Housing
Association. the room and hoard
averages
$ 25
a
quarter-about hall the going
rate for UCLA students.
Although the dorms are
managed by a professional,
each of the undergraduates
contributes lour hours weekly
as cook,
bookkeeper
and
various other positions that
are required to operate such a
project.
The group, not satisfieo
with the affluence of owning
two
co-ops,
is
nots
the
building
ii
nine -story
visidence
to
house
264
students to open in the tall
1973. They will have the as.
sistance fil a Firotsiny and
Urban Des,
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ALERT
THIS COUNTRY IS TEMPORARILY OUT OF CONTROL
HOWEVER IT IS McGOVERNABLE
TIONAL ISAU.ST SCHOOL
Gloria Vauges Mohr, Da
formerly with NYC Ballet Co.
Classical & Modern Ballet
2 Locations
2905 Park *0S, Santa Ciara
236 W Campbell Ave, Campbell
Telephone 269-3079
IF MC GOVERN WINS, THE MISSINGIN -ACTION WILL LOOSE THEY CAN’T
VOTE-YOU MUST. TELL IT TO MANOR!

.M111/11105

S,1?)?r,

COPIES

Adult L lying
The Meadows
287 7327

EA.

,,r 4114 ancl
1’
Family Living
The Villas
292 0435

COEDS- Artists & Models Studio is now
hiring attractive gals for part-time nude
modeling days nights-998-1965 MENPhotograph nude coeds. free camera &
film. student discounts, group rates 1415
The Alameda, SJ 11 a m -12 p.m

1st Copy FREE*
WITH

SENATOR ALGUIST SPEAKS
Environment & Transit"
10 15 a m this Sal Oct. 7
80 So 5th Christian Church Hall
ALSO Stockholm Conference report.
panel discuss Everyone welcome

I HIS AL)
ASK

ABOUT

ONE PER PERSON
SPECIAL

Campus Copy
273 E. San Fernando
next to Peanuts
295-7778
100SL SFILL1’,
BRING THIS All

SAN JOSE STATE

Valley West

SECLUDED

in

LOT YOUR SPIRITS"
Jgrr 4 ...cp. age BALLET class at
Eularia Stint or ballet basic technique /Or trio beginning dancer Beverly
Eons,. Grant Director Pnone 241-17,6
d op answer 286-6917

Luxurious
Country Club Living

meet II

McLaren cars.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

KSJS Log, 90.7

5:35-7 pm:

challenges the

HEATED POOL

Garden Studio Apts.

$105

1

SERVE AS A

MARINE OFFICER

The Platoon

SOPHOMORES

Leaders

JUNIORS

Class (pilot ground

or

low)

offers to eligible students
Immediate draft deferment
of $540 for 6 weeks during
pus training or drills

Training and pay

summer

No on cam-

Options of $100 per month

HONDA 210 SCRAMBLER- Set up for
street or din Clean S300 or best offer
286-1230
’70 HONDA 11, 380. 5.100 actual miles
8500 Call 264-2049 after 9 pm
117 VW Custom Camper New camper
unit, excellent conchhon $1595, best
offer 296-1249

while in college

FREE

40

pilot training during senior
year
Commission as a 2nd Lt upon graduation
from college
Storting salaries from $700-$1000
per month
hours civilian

Obligation: 21/2 years for ground officers and
31/2 years after flight training for pilots

MERCEDES main ’67. 250 S. stk shift,
PS & PB, AM/FM radio tact cond.
Best offer 14081 926-2057
’70 HONDA CL 380, 3700 miles Irks neve
First $450 or best offer takes ft Cell now
293-0310
’116 PLY, FURY, air cond new twee good
cool . auto, clean inside & out, must see
to apprecists 295-1701

CORPS OFFICER

DATE:

11 -12

TIME:

9100 - 3:00

PLACE:

FLAMM OFFICE

OCTOBER

1972

STUDENT TO WORK in warehouse &
del. tires Mon - Fri. 7.30 -1230 Astro Tire
Co 1580 Old Bayshons 298-1420

Name
Address
ity
OUR 610/419-11ACE GUARANTEE -It this machine is not exactly as we
staled, put it 11,11 it into Me shipping (41100 and send it balk ( ’La Nov
must be 100% satisfied or your nviney Salk this is a 110.1111Y r,i1 nine
L." .1 In. prig e

,

1 BORM. UNFURN, Married Couples
Only Resident owner. Elec Kitchen.
pool Very clean. large.4.3tS 1115 51 S J

GIRLS SCHWINN ’47ISPEED- Good
condition. no. Phone 293-0439.

GIRLS ONLY. New rooms scram the
campus. Kitchen priv. Ample perking 99
So. 9th. slim 278 So. 10th. Call 2954528.
295-8514. Private rm. $95., double $65..
trips 165.00 Safe and quiet.
VACANCY FOR MEN STUDENTS. 810
WEEK. 148 S. 10th.

MODERN HOUSE for sale near SJSU
Newly lurnrshed 6% interest Call 2975345 Owner

2 BDRIA. turn apt. 4 blks from campus.
$15005 lease; $175 monthly 185E Reed
St. 43.
FOR RENT
VERY Igo 1 B.RApts.
Fum, w w carpets
Swim pool, rec room, $130
Studios VIM
5208, 9th Si, SJ.
3 DORM. 2 bath townhouses Beckyard,
dble consort Pets. kidsOK $200 rnoCall
258-1689 after 12 noon

DORM CONTRACT FOR SALE in West
Hall. Any female call 2774027.

GIRLS TO SNARE ROOMS 1 NIL from
college Everything new - must we to appromote - 441 So 9th Si.2974057 Mrs.
Rodger or see Kaye Christenson Room 7.

SANCIAIK Transferrable membership
Faculty Club $150 (Original cost $250)
Off. 277-2402, home 253-1734
LADY’S white gold diamond wedding set.
Worn 4 mos. Ex cd Carrie see & make
offer 298-6253

MALE Share very large clean 3 bdrm.
apt. Pool. Excel!. loc. &sew 2112-4213 or
2478198. Marc

10 68 2 BORN. mobile home for sale
Partly turn Very clean adult park Near
campus 53.1300cash Low rent 295-6588
or 287-7691

2 SDRM FURN24 ASK, new carpets, sm
pets OK Couple $130/mo . $50 deposit
Must stay till summer at least Call 287blk from library
7387 48 Sc 4th SI

71 MOBILE HOME. 1 Br., 1’y bath,
cooler, tendaceped, linen. evadable Pay
all loan 225-3057

CHRISTIAN GIRL roommate needed
$411 mo 545 So 7th Ph 293-5749

HELP WANTED

ROOM FOR RENT 298 S 12th St
Fireplace, 2 bathrooms, garage No pets
Call 293-3060

WAITERS,BUSSOYS-EXPIR.pref Must
speak Chinese. Waikiki Village Rost,
15466 Los Gatos Blvd LEI 358-9184

1 2 SORM., turn.. apt 81354180. 2 Mks
Iron, SJSU. 121 No 8th SIll or 286-1356
after 5 PM.

LOVE YOUR SOSS
When you become a SHAKLEE distributor
1,00 are your own boss No quotas
no netts, Every distributor has
different goals & different approaches
The fact that our natural products
really ere the finest is reflected in
our Oul of sight Sales Growth
Please make comparisons
We will ink you to do a little research
behdre we Mt you sponsor in
NO DISCRIMINATION SHORT HAIR
OK
JOHN & MARY 466 SO. 5TH 82-2973988

LARGE, modern, clean. 1 bdrm , turn.
opts Water, garbage. perking leas Has
laundry fact! 2 bike. from SJSU
Reasonable rates 297-1930
ALL RENTAL NEAR SJSADULTS ONLY.
a 1.4 bdrrn furn . apt $125 & S135 Per
mo SPLIT LEVEL 3 bdrrn . fury Up toe
$350 GIRLS KITCH PAIN $41 50 per mo
Swim pool 2 to room INQUIRE 100 N
5th 295-4482
ROOMS, MEN, CHEERFUL, AIRY, WALL
TO WALL carpet. Good beds, furnace
heat Quiet 406S 1 lth St
APT. wren cond near campus. 2 bdrrn
mod kit, lure., roomy, 8155 Lmce,
So 11th St

JOE
Students urn $3 hr in spare Ems Run
your own aeration crews Apply in pinion
Thurs thru Fri 1-5 PM 1859 Scott Blvd,
Suite 18, Santa Clore

3 lines
4 lines
5 lines

lines
F Si h addi
bona! line
Add

SO
200
250
300

SI

SO

M OR F R0011 & BOARD. in quiet comfortable home Call 241-4911

Classified Rates
day,
225

Iir
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240

Fic, Far. all
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200

250

35

250

275

290
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35

300

325
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35
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100
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HOUSE for rent 2 bedroom, 6125
Burbank area 292-3848
1 IIDRM. turfs apl for rent 8123/mo. 480
S 4th St. 1 tilk horn Duncan Hall
Immect occupancy. Remainder of Oct
has been pcl. Call Dane or Debbie 2987012 aft 7 PM wk-days
2 BORN. unturn duplex yard Close to
campus 5140/mo 2848841 after 5 PM
LARGE one bedroom apt $135 in nice
old house with fireplace. 5905. 518 St 013
FOR RENT large 2 bdrin house 656 S
9th St Girls only Call manager aft 5
Cl,
PM/297-8306 drop by 874 S
FREE RENT, salary tor cillege girl Shr 2
bd. 2 bth apt w/& help working girl in
wheelchair 578-0879

rhr re. I .nos

One

EUROPE -ISRAEL -EAST AFRICA
Student flights Inexpensive student
camping tours throughout Europe. Russia. and Mexico Official SOFA agent for
inter-European student charter flights.
including Middle East and Far East
Student tki lours European used car
purchase system CONTACT ISCA.
11687 San Vicente Blvd 84, L A Calif
90049 TEL 826-0955

PERSONALS
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED
PERMANENTLY 235 E Santa Clara
Street Rrn 513 Phone 294-4499 Nantelle
WHAT THE WORLD NEEDS NOW IS
GEORGE MCGOVERN
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY true feels
like people in love Petersen & Bishop
Photography 438 North Santa Cruz, Los
Gatos 354-2513 Mark or Ted
HELPISenous grad student needs a
quiet friendly place to spend Thursday
night every week Can pay something
Pfease call 1-476-5445 collect &mime.

8106
Large studio, sop study room
Heated pools, turn w/w. carpets
5 mm os from campus
secluded
297-12(10
FOR RENT 2 bdrm turn & written apt.
w/pool $135 to 01130 Cell 294-1451
Wien 3 & 8 pm. or see at 555So. 10th St.
Apt ill
2 BEDROOM furnished apaHment near
campus Room for 4 students Call 2522243
WHY RENT? Do you have $100? Do you
haves part time fob? Married? If yes Mall,
you can buy on govt subsidy. Cell Frank
at Allied Associates 259-8180, 374-5940
et $115

PLAYBOY: Student rates 1 yr $8.50. 7
ned $6 Send name, address & payment
to Playboy College Center. 1025
University. Sacramento, CA 95825.
EARTHLINGS: if you think Noah had
Plan vote PAT FERRARO for Flood Control District Number 2
ARTIST WANTED. Must sketch people
well. Good SOS pOssible. Sketch in your
spare time. Call Bob, 6-1C p.m. weekdays
at 293-2848
ONE WAY FLIGHT ticket to London
5130 Leaving Oakland Oct 17th Call
247-2814

bdrrns 1020 Elm veer the Alameda &
highway 17 With new green snag carpels
$115 248-1294

LOST & FOUND
FRIDAY FUCKS "The Committee" 7610
PM Morris Dailey Aud., Friday, Oct. 13,
Adm. 508

SERVICES

MALE DORM CONTRACT FOR SALE
FOR West Hall See Ray In Rm 511-Din
West Hall

One

LARGE ONE BEDROOM APL, ssi IN
NICE OLD HOUSE WITH FIREPLACES 5th St aB

HOUSING

DORM CONTRACT FOR SALE IN
Moulder Hall Any female call Chns 2873058

14 WHITE CORVETTE FAST 1111 full
am.
Soper engine St ROO 297-9898

SPECIAL INSURANCE SAVINGS
program to be offered to Senior or Grad.
students only For additional info, or free
brochure please contact Dave Hammer
298-3210 No premium payments for one
year
BRIDAL FAIRE PHOTOGRAPHY
HIGH quality wedding photography for
LOWEST Bay Area rates. $138 includes
gold & white album, 80 color prints of
your choice, full set of slides BRIDE
KEEPS ALL NEGATIVES-Extra full color
8.10e-S1 .25 each. Stall of 20
photographers hiMlie an appointment to
see our samples-then decide. Open every
evening until 10 pm. For FREE Bridal
Packet call 257-3181.
TYPING
1855 3RD
287-4355

ANYONE who cm help me obtain antlers
please call Wes 287-9329.
DONATE ON BLOOD PLASMA
PROGRAM AND RECEIVE UP TO PO? A
MONTH Bring student I D. or this ad and
receive bonus with your first donation.
HYLAND DONOR CENTER 35 S.
Almaden Ave, San Jose, CA, 194-6538
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 7 to 130
GOD IS NOT DEAD. Hut IF YOU DON I
VO I E FUR GEORGE MC GOVERN UN
Silo 7 t? He MAY COMMIT SUICIDE
RING LOST: Keepsake diamond. ViC. N.
61h between Santa Clara & St. John. 9/29,
Reward. 295-6798
WHERE IS MAX? Lost grey strips, tailless
cat 10/1 10th St near Reed Reward Call
292-1587

TYPING, FAST, ACCURATE ALSO
EDITING. IBM SELECTRIC. FORMER
ENGLISH TEACHER, CALL 71143444
AFTER 6 MARY BRYNER,
RENT A TV OR EEEEE 0, no contract.
Free del Free service Cali Eschai 2512598.
SPANISH STUDENTS - tutoring at all
levels and paper correction by Late,
American student Call 293-3413
TYS FOR RENT - SPECIAL STUDENT
RATE: 0900 per month Call 377-2935
WICK WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
Color wedding coverage from $8950
BRIDE KEEPS COLOR PROOFS &
album FREE $25 11.14 Color wail print
with wed service PHONE 298-3300
Evenings till 10 PM
AUTO/MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE
CSIS (COLLEGE STUDENT INSURANCE SERVICE). WITH NINE
CALIFORNIA OFFICES TO SERVE YOU.
HAS THE BEST RATES CALL US AT
289-8681 OR STOP BY 404 S 3RD SI.
2ND FLOOR

Spartan
Daily
2773175

PROFESSIONAL
TRUMPETFLUGELHORN INSTRUCTOR Contact
Fred Padden et Benner Music 248-1012
or 374-3805
ACCURATE. experienced, fast TYPIST
Can edit theses. papers Neer City
College Mrs Aslanian 298-4104
’TYPIST Professional typing done
cheap Call Anneat (408)867-5857 after 7
PM or 268-3131 before 8 PM
RE-NEW YOUR OLD CLOTHES AND
SAYE aii. Mending. altoratIone & MAU,
SOW,, at 000r101111C rates Sharon 621
534 i

TRANSPORTATION
- GRAD STUDENT COMMUTING 16.W r
from Cannel would like to organoto
Pool Call 297-1930

’Count

PI01

’AUTOMOTIVE’
And to place your ad

Print Your Ad Here:
appros

37 letters and spares for each 1,0.1

Nanie

Phone

Add, .s

Day

ils

SALE

ODORS CONTRACTS FOR SALE One
at Washburn riall and on al rusher Hall
Girls Ask at Washburn /or Pam Benton Or
con,. by rm 101

WANTED: Ambitious person to rep our
company In your area Good money - exerting work in the academic held. If
Interested in having your own bootless,
wino investment. call, 305/ 865-8772, or
write. Mr. Jeffreys at Nationwide
Academtcs. 1730-79th SI. Causeway.
Mum Beach, Fla 33141 for particulars.

LG HOUSE needs 2 girls non-smoi.ers 2
bdrre large workroom Call Karen/Becky
294-2659 or leave note at 656 S Sill St.

’70859 BUS, AM-FM, Seat-bed. Liken,*
$2.700 or best otter Call 284-5956

FOR

MARRIED COUPLE wanted for part time
house & yard wrk in exchange for on &
board in env home. 248-8751 eyes or
wknds. Sep quarters avail

HEAD SKIS, no bindings. $10.
Campways back peck Like new Was
$35. sell $15 Single bed. Good comfy.
$20 King size tapestry bedspread.
Orangis 812 288-2407.

SS MUST, new tires, everything works
runs meat sac cond Except one side
demolished 8200 Paul 928-0413

COMING ON CAMPUS

New Kodak
pocket Instamatic"
camera.

MINI RIERIC UNLIMITED
101111
4405 East -Rest Highway Sude 210 Itrihesda, std
nib,* 10 this lor delivery.
I fit losed IS sheik 01 money order tots
Rental Plan - 555 & 120 relundable deo, II Total 175 a or hoot year)
on either plan
Sales Plan - 079.95 No shipping r harg

WORKING COUPLE WANT RELIABLE
student for light housekeeping Close to
SJSU Appro. 3 hrs per WE $2/hr Call
all 5 PM 295-4938

II FT. SOA CONSTRICTOR with nice
cage Will sail remonebly ONLY to aP[’Washy* buyer. Call 297-1930

110 VW Moving. must sell Needs work
275-0243

TALK TO THE MARINE

FULL OR PART TIME. Men & women
drivers Mon Wed. Fri and Tuev. Thurs,
Sat.. Sun 1 00 pm to 8.30 prn & 10. am to
8.30 pm. 30 per cent to 50 peer cent commission Tropical Ice Cream Co 358 No
Montgomery St. S.J. 297-4228 Mr.
Bennett

PANASONIC STEREO cassette deck &
18 recorded cassettes Bought deck for
6100, sell for 675 Call Fred 293-9829.

FURNITURE for sale. & misc, household
items Story Rd near 1218 294-8607

TRIUMPH OTS ’SS. excel cond., good
brae overdose. AM,FM, wag wheels exnes One owner 296-2252

FRIDAY FUCKS "This Committee" 7600
PM Morris Dailey Aud. Fri Oct. 13. Adm.
508

ARE YOU STILL PAYING full price for
paperbacks? Recycle features largest
selection of paperbacks science fiction in
Bay Area. price, mostly. We pay 20 per
cent cover 30 per cent trade for your
Setter paperbacks used records. too
Recycle 235 So 1st St 286-8275 OW
10-9

THE CLOTHES RACK
112 So First Street
We area quality Manufacturer’s Outlet of
Women’s apparrel and shoes. 10% discount to students. university Personnel
Try 01 70011 Site us.

RAMMER 1993 WAGON,Iicylondustick
5250 Good running condition Jim-9649393 evenings

MATURE MALE college student over 21
to share house with same in exchange for
12 hours maintenance work per week in
Saratoga Phone 3544178

SAVE THIS AD. Before you pay retail for
stereo equip check mus for discount
prices on Teac. Sansui. Pioneer. Dual etc.
We (torrents. San Jose Slate students
INC lowest prices available in the entire
bay area Call for weekly specials 2472028

PANASONIC RECEIVER, BSR turntable.
Olson speakers, eel cond Will sell
together, separately. 277-8255 aft 7

19 SEA. chopped Good condition. Top
end o hauled Must see to appreciate.
$600 1532
11th St. 293-9829

EVENINGS
AND SATURDAYS
Sell Time-Life publications from our San
Jose office Good earnings on salary and
bonus Steady work Call 298-5433 after 3
PM Disiogue Marketing 4809 1st Si,
San Jose

BLACKLITS POSTERS $1.50. PATCHES
754 & up. INSENSE 25 STICKS 296
PIPES $1006 up. fiADIOS $3.95 & up,
LEATHER GOODSE BINOCULARS
822 00 & up. BLACKLITE, COMPLETE
18 811 95. 4’ 822.91 STROBE LIGHTS
817.95, GAS GLO BULB $3.95. INDIA
PAINTS, FISH NETTING $1.98 & up. TSHIRTS 62.00 EACH. BROOKS80 E. San
Fernando. 1 blk Iron, SJSU. Phone 2925409.

FRIDAY FUCKS The Cornmatse" 7515
PM Morris Dailey kid Friday Oct 13,
Adm. 504

DEPENDABLE TRANSMISSIONS has
rny unsolicited recommendation for
integrity and cooperation L Feldman
Professor of Mathematics Dependable
Transmissions, 452W San Carlos

ARE YOU A FEMALE vocalist over 21?
Play an inst 7 Free Th-Sun eves? Young
prof entertainer needs you Call Mike
265-9413

THE PISCEAN 35 S 4th St Cs block
north of Library) 287-7030 Features a
complete line of heated waterbeds from
$54. pillows, accessories, quality 10speed imported bikes from $83 Sales &
Service All at righteous prices with friendly helpful service 287-7030 BEDS TO
REST, BIKES THE BEST at PISCEAN

SELUNG DORM CONTRACT Contract
Gregory at 287-2427 or see Larry Stwn. 3
& 5 p.m. Hoover Hall Room 230

MG MIDGET "TO" Tape deck, lug rack,
good condition $1.500 or best offer 2985325

Military Service?

WATER EROS -Y.r, vai,g water biro Go
Since 1970. has water beds and Sem’ones of the finest quality at the loweet
prices Compare anywhere 2 locations
400 Park Ave Downtown San Jose 2881263. end 24E Campbell An. across
from West Valley College. Campbell 3781040

IT MAY NEVER HAPPEN AGAINIII
The Great 3rd Annual Going Out Ni
Business Sale Featuring our all new
Dancing Pig Revue, You also have
chance to win a mad chicken Plus your
favorite beverages Will be only 25. The
St James Infirmary 390 memo Mt. View
989-0806 buy a duck

AUTOMOTIVE

Only a 5 min. bike ride from SJSU
For more info call 297-1200
1319 Sunny Court

FRESHMEN

f or more information call 301%54-5770
PEC CII. Al II INS 1.2 cubic feet, le hip% 19s. Wide, 18" deep
f eerier compartment 2 lame e rube trays furnished with end loud
hold up to knit)
Trouble Free
5y1.11 guarantee 011 roiseresvot
Noiseless

LA nnITIL_QD

:

5-5:30 pm:

Associated Students have
the availability of
on
positions
six
the
International Programs Comstudents
Interested
mittee.
may call Donna Lai at the top
level id the College Union or
call 277-3201.
committee
serves
The
throughout the academic year
to coordinate all international
programs on campus. It also
screens student applicants lot
overseas study programs.
On this semester’s agenda
are international fairs and
workshops.
Students
interested in overseas study Or
applications to the committee
are requested to respond as
soon as possible.
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Person.’.
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SE.ND CRICK, MONEY ORDER OR
( 850 70
SPAR/AN DAILY
( L ASSIF IED,
SAN JOSE STATE
COLLEGE, CALIF $5114
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